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Agenda
• Territory Acknowledgment

• Exploring Settings

• Rules

• Customize Actions

• Automatic Replies

• Adding Attachments

• Sweep

• Folders and Subfolders

• Groups

• Questions and Individual Practice



Exploring Settings

Click the gear icon on the title 

bar of Outlook.

That opens the basic Settings.

Some settings are here but we 

want to explore so click View all 

Outlook settings.



Exploring Rules

From the expanded Settings, select Rules, and then Add new rule.

Rules allow you to tell the inbox what to do with incoming 

emails. It is basically a way to manage or filter emails to store 

them, delete them, mark them as read to avoid flooding your 

inbox and a variety of other tasks.



Rules: Example



Explore Customize Actions: Quick Actions



Exploring Automatic Replies

Automatic Replies, help 

you to communicate to 

others that you are away 

(not just ignoring them) 

and if done well, it can 

give the recipient an idea 

of when you could possibly 

respond to their email.



Adding Attachments

You may attach files, 

by uploading these 

from your computer 

or memory stick. Click 

Browse this 

computer to attach 

files saved on your 

computer.



Sweep

Ribbon

Hidden behind the pop-out

This is very 

similar to Rules, as it 

allows you to choose a 

file and direct it, as 

well as future emails 

like it, to a specific 

folder.



Existing and New Folders
The Main headings in the folder view are Favorites, 

Folders and Groups. Favorites include Inbox, Sent items

and Draft to start. You will also see these at the top of 

the general Folder list. In addition, it includes Junk Email, 

Archive. Notes and Conversation History. These are fine to 

start, but if you like to be organized you can add your own 

personalized folders to help you sort your mail.

To create a New folder, go to the bottom of the Folder list and 

select New folder (note if you cannot see the folder view, 

click on the Navigation Pane Icon – the three bars in the top 

left of your screen). This opens a box that you type your 

Folder name into – it will be added as soon as you click

enter, or click anywhere on the page.

Main Headings



Creating a Subfolder

For any of the Folders in Outlook, you 

can Create new subfolder, or do any of the 

actions shown to the list shown. That 

includes the Inbox, or other folders that 

were pre-created.

Start by right clicking on the 'parent' folder 

where you want the subfolder to be. This 

will open a box that you can type in: when 

you press enter the folder will become a 

subfolder.
Right 

Click for 

Menu

Click to 

Show 

Subfolders



Groups

Groups are used within Outlook to create contact groups to 

make it easy to share information to a multitude of people, 

rather than having to type in all the addresses each time.

It is a remarkable feature for collaboration as well, since it also 

store files that have been attached in these emails, provides a 

group calendar, connects to a OneNote Notebook, has a 

planner where you can assign members tasks, has a team site

where you can store and collaborate on materials.

Many schools are already using this, and I'm hoping you and 

others will play around with all it has to offer.



Creating Groups

Select

Initially, the hardest part 

of Creating Groups is 

thinking of a name. This 

name cannot already be 
used in the district. 

Automatically, the Email 

address fills in as Name is 

typed.

When Finished 

If you want a Public group



Adding Members to Groups

If this is a new group you 

have created, it will 

prompt you to add 

members.

If you are not sure of who 

you want to add, you can 

create the group and 

come back to this later.

Type names

Include yourself

Decide on 

Owners, 

Members and 

GuestsNote it is beneficial to have more 

than one owner of a group.



Editing Groups

Open the group Click on 

the name to make 

changes possible.

Navigate here

Delete or change 

membership 

rankings here.

Decide if you want to see 

these emails



Groups: Settings

Click on the 

ellipsis.

Select



Questions and Individual Practice


